This book is an autobiography of my whole life, but focuses on my experiences following a devastating hang-gliding injury in 2008. I have written this book as an account of some of the hardships and challenges that confronted me and I'm sure confront many other disabled people and their carers and families. Come and join me in *The Phoenix Rising* as I confront challenges, by which I'm sure many people, even those not disabled, are challenged. I confront many concerns including raising teenage children, dealing with marriage issues, weight gain, aging, financial hardship, medical issues, re-entering the work-force and various dietary issues. I have managed to devise a wide range of strategies for dealing with some of these. Following the accident, I am infused with an undeniable sense of faith and protection by The Almighty. I refer to my experiences with this throughout the entire book and conclude with the results of my search for the Truth.
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